
Most current microprocessors,
DSPs, and field-programmable

gate arrays integrate hardware and soft-
ware resources that support either or
both of two common interface stan-
dards—SPI (serial-peripheral inter-
face) and I2C (inter-IC)/SMBus. Both
two-wire-interface standards suffer
from a few crucial disadvantages. For

example, I2C’s throughput rates are 100
kbps, 400 kbps, or 3.4 Mbps in stan-
dard-, fast-, and high-speed modes,
respectively, and can thus restrain a
fast peripheral data converter’s sample
rate. Excluding framing and overhead
bits, a 100k-sample/sec, 12-bit ADC
must transfer at least 1.2 Mbps over
the interface, a rate that only I2C’s

high-speed mode supports. Many pro-
cessors and controllers currently offer
no I2C high-speed mode and thus
would be unable to support a fast data
converter.

One of I2C’s major benefits reduces
the number of host-to-target inter-
connections. Using only two wires
plus ground, the host controller can
address the target device and exchange
data, whereas SPI requires three
wires—data, clock, and chip-selec-
tion—plus ground. Multiple SPI-tar-
get devices can share data and clock
lines, but each device requires its own

varying R2. For a given temperature
range, �L to �H, and conversion sensi-
tivity, SC, you can design the circuit as
follows: Let �C represent the center
temperature of the range. Measure the
thermistor’s resistance at temperatures
�L, �C, and �H. Using the three resist-
ance values RL, RC, and RH, determine
RP, for which RAB at �C represents the
geometric mean of RAB at �L and �H. For
this value of RP, you get RAB exactly
equal to AB�� at the three tempera-
tures, �L, �C, and �H.

At other temperatures in the range,
RAB deviates from AB��, causing a non-
linearity error that is appreciably less
than 0.1K for most thermistors when
the temperature range is 30K or less.
You can easily compute RP using:
RP�RC[RC(RL�RH)�2RLRH]/(RLRH�
RC

2). Because temperature-to-period-
conversion sensitivity, SC, is 2R1
C1lnb, you can choose R1 and C1 such
that R1C1�SC[�H��C]/ln(RAB at �L/
RAB at �H) to obtain the required value
of SC. To get a specific output period,
TL, for the low temperature, �L, R2
should equal (RAB at �L)eY, in which Y
represents (TL/2R1C1). In practice, use
a lower value for R2 because the nonze-
ro response delay of IC2 causes an in-
crease in the output period.

Next, set potentiometers R1 and R2
close to their calculated values. After
you adjust R1 for the correct SC, adjust
R2 until T equals TL for temperature �L.
The two voltage-divider resistances, R3
and R4, should be equal in value and of

close tolerances. As a practical exam-
ple, use a standard thermistor, such as
a Yellow Springs Instruments 46004, to
convert a temperature span of 20 to
50�C into periods of 5 to 20 msec. This
thermistor exhibits resistances for RL,
RC, and RH of 2814, 1471, and 811.3�,
respectively, at the low, midpoint, and
high temperatures. Other parameters
for the design include SC�0.5 msec/K,
�L�20�C, �H�50�C, �C�35�C, and
TL�5 msec. 

Because only a fraction of current IS
is through the thermistor, IS should be
low to avoid self-heating effects. This
design uses an IS of approximately 0.48
mA, which introduces a self-heating
error of less than 0.03K for a thermis-

tor’s dissipation constant of 10 mW/K.
Figure 1 illustrates the values of the
components in the example. All resis-
tors are of 1% tolerance and 0.25W rat-
ing; use a polycarbonate-dielectric
capacitor for C1.

Simulating various temperatures
from 20 to 50�C by replacing the ther-
mistor with standard, 2814 to 811.3�,
0.01%-tolerance resistors produces T
values of 5 to 20 msec with a maximum
deviation from correct readings of less
than 32 �sec, which corresponds to a
maximum temperature error of less
than 0.07K. Using an actual thermis-
tor produces a maximum error of less
than 0.1K for a thermistor dissipation
constant of 10 mW/K or less.EDN
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Figure 2 Waveforms show input to comparator IC2 (lower trace) and its output
(upper trace). In the lower trace, IR2 represents the voltage across R2.
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Two wires control SPI 
high-speed ADC
Dan Meeks, Texas Instruments Inc, Austin, TX
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An audio volume-unit meter dis-
plays peak-related audio ampli-

tudes to aid in accurately setting record-
ing levels or for displaying an amplifi-
er’s operating conditions. A simple
diode and capacitor network provides
a classic volume-unit meter’s peak-
weighted response, but the circuit typ-
ically limits response to about 23 dB of

displayable dynamic range, and the
meter suffers from errors that its point-
er’s inertia and mechanical “ballistics”
introduce. Contemporary displays
eliminate the inertia problem by using
arrays of lighted elements to form bar
graphs, but any shortcomings in re-
sponse and accuracy characteristics
now shift to the signal-processing

domain. You can use DSP techniques
and applied mathematics to replicate a
meter’s functions in firmware, but this
approach gets relatively expensive if
the device doesn’t already include DSP
functions to spare.

An inexpensive analog meter’s weak-
ness remains its peak-hold element, a
capacitor that must charge quickly to
accommodate large signals and accu-
rately for small signals—two mutually
exclusive goals. In addition, the non-
ideal characteristics of the diodes for

dedicated chip-selection line.
Given the perpetual demand for

higher sample rates and resolution, I2C’s
limited speed may restrict its use in
some applications and instead force
designers to select SPI. However, SPI
requires an additional I/O pin on the
host controller. In situations in which
extra pins are unavailable but the
application requires a fast SPI-bus con-
verter, you can apply the technique in
Figure 1.

For example, Texas Instruments’
ADS7816 comprises a 200k-sample/
sec, 12-bit-sampling ADC that re-
quires a bit rate of 3M samples/sec to
sample continuously at a 200k-sam-
ple/sec rate (Reference 1). Selecting
the ADS7816’s active-low CS (chip-
select) pin initiates a conversion cycle.
After toggling and holding CS low dur-
ing the data transfer, CS returns high
after transferring the data completes
the process.

When the clock line initially goes
low, it also asserts CS to a low state.
The time constant of the peak detec-
tor comprising D1, R1, and C1 ensures
that CS does not go high until the
clock line remains high for more than
one clock cycle (Figure 2). Although
the clock line toggles and retrieves data
from IC2, CS remains asserted low, and,
upon completion of retrieval, the clock
line goes high, and CS follows, ready-
ing the circuit for another conversion
cycle.

Because C1 must discharge at the end

of a conversion cycle, the controller
should delay the start of the next con-
version cycle until C1 fully discharges.
Careful choice of R1 and C1 minimizes
the delay to a minimum of three clock
cycles. In addition, the voltage across C1
must not fall below inverter IC1B’s input
threshold before the next clock pulse
arrives to refresh the capacitor’s voltage.
Inverter IC1A’s output voltage and cur-
rent capabilities affect C1’s recharge

time, and R1 and IC1B’s input impedance
affect the discharge time. To ensure a
robust design, include components’ tol-
erances and temperature coefficients
along with variations of logic-input and
-output thresholds.EDN

R E F E R E N C E
ADS7816 data sheet, http://focus.

ti.com/docs/prod/folders/print/
ads7816.html, Texas Instruments.

Volume-unit meter spans 
60-dB dynamic range
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Figure 1 Two inverters and a few components can substitute for an SPI ADC’s
chip-select line.
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Figure 2 An SPI-clock waveform (top trace) evokes data (bottom trace), and
peak detection of the clock (the waveform at Point A in Figure 1) yields a signal
(next-to-bottom trace) that mimics the chip-selection line’s behavior.
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